Bosonic technicolor models accommodate fermion masses via a Higgs doublet that acquires a vacuum expectation value when technifermions condense. We point out that these models are severely constrained by vacuum stability if the Higgs boson mass is near 125 GeV, the value suggested by LHC data. The Higgs quartic coupling in bosonic technicolor is typically smaller at the weak scale than in the Standard Model, while the top quark Yukawa coupling is larger. We find that the running quartic coupling remains positive below a reasonably defined cut off only in a narrow region of the model's parameter space. This region is only slightly enlarged if one allows a metastable vacuum with a lifetime longer than the age of the universe.
I. INTRODUCTION
The simplest technicolor models achieve electroweak symmetry breaking via a condensate of fermions that are charged under a new, strong gauge group [1] . If the LHC confirms the existence of a Higgs boson near 125 GeV [2] with couplings similar to those expected in the Standard Model, then the simplest technicolor models will be conclusively excluded, independent of the already powerful, albeit indirect, constraints from precision electroweak measurements [3] .
This observation, however, does not preclude the possibility that new strong dynamics might contribute in part to the breaking of electroweak symmetry. Bosonic technicolor models provide an example of this scenario [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . These theories include both a Higgs doublet φ and a technicolor sector. Typically, the φ squared mass is assumed positive at the weak scale; the φ field develops a vacuum expectation value (vev) due to a linear term in the Higgs potential that is induced when the technifermions condense. In this sense, technicolor is the trigger of electroweak symmetry breaking. Yukawa couplings between φ and the quarks and leptons lead to fermion masses in the usual way. Since the scalar couplings to standard model fermions are the same as in a two-Higgs-doublet model of type I, flavor-changing neutral currents are not unacceptably large. Moreover, it has been shown that ultraviolet completions exist in which bosonic technicolor with a composite Higgs doublet emerges as the low-energy effective theory [13, 14] . We will remain agnostic in the present work as to whether φ is fundamental or composite.
Holographic constructions of bosonic technicolor models have shown that the constraints on the electroweak S parameter can be satisfied [15, 16] . (Other discussions of the holographic calculation of the S parameter can be found in Ref. [17] .) In these models, the scales of chiral symmetry breaking and confinement can be adjusted independently. If the technicolor confinement scale is chosen such that the technirho mass is kept above ∼ 1.5 TeV, then one finds that the S parameter constraints are satisfied over ranges of the technipion decay constant, f , that never exceed f ∼ 0.4 v, where v = 246 GeV is the electroweak scale (see, for example, Fig. 3 in Ref. [16] ). Hence, with the confinement scale fixed, the problematic contributions to S from the technicolor sector are kept under control by limiting the amount of electroweak symmetry breaking that originates from the technicolor condensate.
In this paper, we point out a generic consequence of a 125 GeV Higgs boson in bosonic technicolor models: the quartic coupling in the Higgs potential can run to a negative value at scales that are not far above the TeV scale. As we will show, the reason for this behavior is that the value of the quartic coupling at the weak scale can be significantly smaller in bosonic technicolor models than in the standard model, assuming in both cases a 125 GeV Higgs boson. Moreover, the top quark Yukawa coupling, which drives the quartic coupling to smaller values in its renormalization group evolution, is larger in bosonic technicolor than in the standard model. A negative quartic coupling indicates that the potential is turning over and will fall rapidly to values that are beneath the desired minimum. If this happens before the cut off Λ of the effective theory, then the original vacuum state will no longer be stable. We will show that only a narrow region of the model parameter space is consistent with the requirement that the quartic coupling remain positive up to a cut off Λ = 10 TeV; this region becomes even smaller for larger values of the cut off. We also show that this parameter region is not substantially enlarged if one allows the vacuum to be metastable with a lifetime that is larger than the age of the universe. We consider the implications of these results in light of the other important phenomenological bounds on the parameter space of the model. Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section we summarize the relevant effective theory. In Sec. III, we discuss our procedure for determining the regions of model parameter space that are consistent with the vacuum stability criteria, as well as the bounds from B 0 -B 0 mixing, light charged Higgs searches, and the requirement that electroweak symmetry breaking occurs only when a nonvanishing technicolor condensate is present. In Sec. IV, we discuss our results and the range of validity of our approximations. In the final section, we summarize our conclusions.
II. THE MODEL
The technicolor sector of the model consists of two flavors, p and m, that transform in the N-dimensional representation of the technicolor gauge group G T C . We assume G T C is asymptotically free and confining. Under the standard model gauge symmetry, SU(3) C × SU(2) W × U(1) Y , the left-handed technifermions transform as an SU(2) W doublet and the right-handed components as singlets,
Given the hypercharge assignments Y (Υ L ) = 0, Y (p R ) = 1/2, and Y (m R ) = −1/2, the technicolor sector is free of gauge anomalies. We assume that N is even to avoid an SU (2) Witten anomaly. 
and the ordinary fermions, We study this model using an electroweak chiral Lagrangian, which employs a nonlinear representation of the Goldstone boson fields. We let
where Π represents an isotriplet of technipions, and f is the technipion decay constant.
Under the SU(2) L × SU(2) R chiral symmetry, the Σ field transforms as
We may consistently include the scalar doublet φ in the effective theory using the matrix
where the columns correspond to the components of the doubletsφ = (
T , respectively, with superscripts indicating the electric charges. The technifermion Yukawa couplings can be written as The lowest-order term involving ΦH is
Here c 1 is an unknown, dimensionless coefficient. One would expect c 1 to be no smaller than O(1) by naive dimensional analysis [19] . As in Refs. [15, 16] , we simplify the parameter space by assuming that h + = h − ≡ h, so that there is no explicit violation of custodial isospin from a technifermion mass splitting.
We choose to decompose Φ into its isosinglet and isotriplet components, σ and Π ′ respectively, using a nonlinear field redefinition similar to Eq. (2.5):
Here f ′ represents the φ vev. The kinetic terms for the scalar fields may then be expressed 12) where the covariant derivative is
Terms in Eq. (2.12) that mix the gauge fields with derivatives of scalar fields allow us to identify the unphysical linear combination
which is eliminated in unitary gauge. The orthogonal linear combination
is physical and remains in the low-energy theory. The mass of this multiplet follows from Eq. (2.10):
The masses of the W and Z bosons follow from Eq. (2.12)
where v = 246 GeV is the electroweak scale and
The coupling of the Φ field to quarks is given by
or using Eq. (2.11),
The dependence of this expression on f ′ rather than v indicates that the Yukawa couplings shown are numerically larger than in the standard model. In addition, Eq. (2.20) allows one to extract thatq Π ′ q vertex, from which one can deduce the coupling of the physical pions π p to quarks. This will be used in our subsequent phenomenological analysis.
III. CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we describe our approach to studying the parameter space of the model.
We first note that specifying f ′ /v determines the technipion decay constant via Eq. (2.18) and, hence, the mixing angles that appear in Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15). The bounds following from the virtual exchange or the real production of charged technipions (relevant later in this section) are then completely determined when m π is specified. Moreover, if the technipion Yukawa coupling h is not too large, then the unknown parameters c 1 and h appear at leading order in our vacuum stability analysis only via their product, which can be replaced by m π using Eq. (2.16). We therefore find it convenient to describe the model in terms of a two-dimensional parameter space, the f ′ /v-m π plane. After discussing the relevant phenomenology below, our results are presented in Sec. IV.
A. Vacuum Stability
The form of the scalar potential in bosonic technicolor models suggests that the requirement of vacuum stability may yield a meaningful constraint. (For a general review of vacuum stability bounds, see Ref. [20] .) Consider the potential We have checked that the radiative corrections that we omit from Eq. (3.1) have a negligible effect on our numerical results, provided that h is not too large. We generally assume that 
Notice that the effect of the linear term in Eq. (3.1) is to reduce λ in Eq. (3.3) relative to its value in the standard model. In fact, this reduction is most pronounced when one requires
π /v 2 must be non-negligible. In any case, the running of λ to higher scales is affected most strongly by the top quark Yukawa coupling,
which is larger than in the standard model, since f ′ < v; the top quark Yukawa coupling drives λ(µ) to smaller values in its renormalization group running, where µ is the renormalization scale. Since λ(µ) is smaller at µ = m Z and the running of λ is faster, one generically expects stronger vacuum stability constraints in bosonic technicolor than in the standard model.
We consider two possible criteria for establishing the vacuum stability of the model.
We first consider the requirement that the quartic coupling λ remain non-negative below a specified cut off for the low-energy effective theory, i.e.,
Just beyond the scale at which λ becomes negative, one expects the potential to turn over and drop to values below the minimum at v ≈ 246 GeV. If this occurs for µ > Λ, one can assume that new physics becomes relevant above the cutoff scale and alters the theory so that a deeper minimum in the potential is not obtained. In our numerical analysis, we first consider the implications of this assumption for Λ = 10, 100 and 1000 TeV. Since the LHC center-of-mass energy will not exceed 14 TeV, and the the energies available for parton-level processes are only a fraction of this, our smallest choice for Λ is still sufficient to assure that the effective theory defined in Sec. II is the appropriate description of the physics that is relevant at LHC energies.
Alternatively, one might require that the maximum of the potential occur before the cut off of the effective theory, since the potential drops precipitously afterwards. Above the technicolor confinement scale, we assume the potential is given by Eq. (3.1) without the linear term (since the technifermions have not yet condensed). As discussed in the context of the standard model in Ref. [21] , the maximum is reached when the quantityλ ∼ 0, wherẽ
where g and g ′ and the standard model SU(2) W and U(1) Y gauge couplings. We determine the model parameter space in which the vacuum is stable following from the criterioñ
and compare to the results that follow from Eq. (3.5).
Finally, we consider the possibility that the potential does fall to a value lower than the desired minimum, but that the lifetime of the false vacuum decay is longer than the age of the universe. In this case, the lowest point in the potential occurs at φ = Λ, where new physics at the cut off may produce a second local minimum. The requirement that the quantum tunneling rate at zero temperature is sufficiently small may be approximated [24] e 409 max
where we have rewritten the condition given in Ref. [24] in terms of our definition of the quartic coupling. The quantity in brackets is maximized when φ = Λ, where λ(φ) is most negative. We will see that the model parameter space consistent with Eq. 
where Π(p 2 ) is the renormalized self-energy of the Higgs boson; in our analysis, we include only the largest effects proportional to h 2 t , consistent with our previous approximations. Explicit expressions for these self-energies can be found in Ref. [22] . The NLO form for ∆m B takes into account running from the scale at which the effective ∆B = 2 four-fermion operators are generated, conventionally taken to be m W , down to the B meson mass scale. The NLO expression for ∆m B is lengthy and can be found in Ref. [26] . We evaluate the NLO prediction assuming the lattice QCD estimate f B B d = 216±15 MeV [27] , which represents the largest source of theoretical uncertainty.
The standard approach to obtaining charged Higgs bounds from ∆m B is to fix the CKM elements to the values obtained in a standard model global fit. Since such fits are consistent with the experimental data, one then requires that the NLO prediction from ∆m B not deviate by more than two standard deviations from the experimental value. More precisely, we define 15) and require that the χ 2 not exceed 3.84 to determine the 95% confidence level (C.L.) bound.
The error σ includes both the theory and experimental errors added in quadrature. We take when m π < m W . Hence, the LEP lower bound of 78.6 GeV (95% C.L.) directly applies. We take this into account in the following section.
IV. RESULTS
The various regions of the model parameter space are displayed in Fig. 1, for only a relatively small fraction of electroweak symmetry breaking can originate from the technicolor condensate. For a fixed technicolor confinement scale, this is the same limit in which the technicolor contribution to the electroweak S parameter was found to be under control in Ref. [15] .
The LEP bound on the charged technipions, discussed in the previous section, is also displayed in Fig. 1 . In the preceding discussion, we have been careful not to describe the region in which Eq. (3.7) is violated as "excluded". As discussed in Sec. III, the model could be viable in parts of this region where the vacuum is metastable with a lifetime that is longer than the age of the universe. In Fig. 3 , we show the regions in which an acceptable metastable vacuum is obtained, following from Eq. Before concluding this section, we comment on the range of validity of the approximations that were assumed in this analysis. In our treatment of vacuum stability, we assumed coupling remain perturbative ( < 16π 2 ) places an upper bound on c 1 h, or equivalently m π , which we find to be More generally, the present analysis demonstrates that electroweak symmetry breaking could include some contribution from strong dynamics, even if the LHC Higgs boson signal is confirmed. However, we have shown that coupling a new strongly interacting sector to the Higgs potential can affect the stability of the vacuum leading to meaningful constraints on the allowed parameter space of such models.
